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I. INTRODUCTION

Falls are the second dominant cause of injury and acci-
dental death in older adults worldwide [1]. As the population
of older adults is increasing throughout the world, the falls
issue is an important problem that should be taken into proper
consideration. The human brain, as a control system, is res-
ponsible to maintain the balance of the physical body in any
posture or activity. However, the complexity of our nervous
system has made the understanding of its performance in
postural control difficult. Therefore, most of the researchers
have focused on understanding the functionality of other
components of the human balance structure, the muscle and
the skeletal system. The common assumption for a small
postural sway is that, the human body can be approximated
as an inverted pendulum, rotating around the ankle, which
is the so-called ankle strategy. This approach indicates that
in a feedback loop, the inverted pendulum can be controlled
by utilizing a simple Proportional Derivative (PD) control
scheme or a Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller.

Although such balancing model is straightforward, it still
raises many research questions. First, by considering the
multiple organs and sensors of our body, this model is not ca-
pable of associating how the Central Nervous System (CNS)
integrates that sensory information in the overall functionali-
ty. The assumption of an inverted pendulum around the ankle
is also controversial, since aging can change the balance
strategy, such that other joints like hip and knee act to control
the body in upright stance [2], [3]. Moreover, the relationship
between the motor commands and the movements generated
in the musculoskeletal system is not stable, since the body
and its surroundings are both variable [4].

The contribution of this poster focuses in the establishment
and experimental validation of a novel model for the CNS
in postural control of upright stance for elder adults, where
the fall and maintaining balance is a concern. Within the
framework of these criteria, the main contribution of the
proposed model stem from: a) presenting a new predictive
data driven model for the CNS in the upright stance, based
on human experimental data, b) establishing of a novel
adaptive representation of the CNS in upright stance by
a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) inspired by Inverted
Model (IM) hypothesis considering the efference copy as
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a feedback to the brain, and c) ability to integrate multiple
joints movements and degrees of freedom and adapt to the
changes in the multiple sensory inputs. To the best of our
knowledge, the proposed model is the first experimental
verified model of the CNS in upright stance considering the
adaptive behavior, while as it will be presented, it shows a
higher capability in capturing the functionality of the CNS
rather than the prevailing classical PID controllers.

II. CONFIGURATION OF THE CNS MODEL

The proposed schema of the conceptual CNS postural
controller is presented in Fig. 1. To maintain the balance,
the CNS received feedback data, from multiple sensors in
our body and as an output generates motor commands to
the muscles and skeletons of the body. In the proposed
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Fig. 1: Conceptual model for adaptive scheme of the CNS
in human balance structure.

architecture, the joints angles signal X and the rectified
processed electromyography (EMG) signal Y from muscles
can be assumed as the input and the output of the model of
CNS respectively. To identify the dynamics of the CNS, from
these received signals, three main steps should be followed.
Initially, according to the principle of abundance theory
introduced by Latash [5] and the uncontrolled manifold
hypothesis (UCM) [6], the CNS restrain the multiple sensory
variables and kinematics degrees-of-freedom to obtain the
desired orientation. This procedure can be presented in the
dimension reduction unit, while it should be noted that
this reduction does not indicate elimination of the sensory
signals, while on the other hand, it states how the CNS
benefits, from all the received signals, to generate the flexible
movement. In the proposed schema, the dimension reduction
unit will be based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA)



and will generate the uncorrelated reduced dimension signal
U as an input to the next steps.
In the recent perspective of the motor control [4], the
cerebellum uses a copy of the motor command (efference
copy) to predict the proper motor command and correct the
error between the desired movement and the actual one,
while this regulation can happen in the adaptive module.
Subsequently, the detected motor orientation signals Z will
be fed to the motor generation module to create the proper
commands to the musculoskeletal system. In this scheme,
these block units are implemented by the RNN, where the
output of the reduction unit, with z−du time delay and
feedback copy of the predicted multidimensional signal Ŷ
with a time delay z−dy , are stored as memory to predict
the proper muscle activation signal. Finally, minimizing the
error signal E between the measured Y and predicted Ŷ
signal produced, by the proposed architecture, can be used
to identify the characteristics and parameters of the system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Forty-five participants, 27 women and 18 men, were inclu-
ded in the analyses. Mean age was 75.2(±4.5) years, mean
height 167.2(±9.9)m, and mean weight 73.0(±12.2)kg. The
postural behavior regarding the joint movements and the
muscle activity was assessed during quiet stance in four
different test scenarios of 30 seconds each: 1) stable, i.e.
hard, surface with eyes open (SEO), 2) stable surface with
eyes closed (SEC), 3) unstable, i.e. soft, surface with eyes
open (UEO), and 4) unstable surface with eyes closed (UEC).
To standardize foot placement, each test was performed with
feet side by side and the first metatarsal heads at a distance
equal to 75% of the width between the anterior superior
iliac spines, with a self-chosen rotational angle of the foot
placement. The test instructions were to stand up straight,
look at the dot on the wall and stand as still as possible
during the complete test. Table I summarizes the measured
data of each subject during all the experimental scenarios.

TABLE I: Measured signals of each subject.

Inputs (X) Variable Inputs (X) Variable

Left ankle angle AnkL Right knee angle KneeR

Left knee angle KneeL Right hip angle HipR

Left hip angle HipL Pelvis-Thorax angle Pel

Right ankle angle AnkR Neck angle Neck

Outputs (Y) Variable

EMG of tibialis anterior of left leg TAL

EMG of gastrocnemius of left leg GNL

EMG of tibialis anterior of right leg TAR

EMG of gastrocnemius of right leg GNR

IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the 200 steps-ahead prediction of the
normalized, rectified and filtered EMG signals of tibialis
anterior muscle in SEC, UEO and UEC test scenario. For

better visualization, the results for three random subjects
from the acquired test datasets are presented. As it can be
observed, the model can predict the EMG signals up to
200 steps ahead (1sec) with a high accuracy (RMSE ∼
0.055 µV ). Remarkably, the model has the ability to adapt
to each individual subject and the changes in the sensory
input signals. This flexibility of the proposed model for the
postural control to adapt to the changes of body characteris-
tics of different subjects, makes it more preferable from the
classical PID controllers.
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Fig. 2: Prediction results of tibialis anterior muscle of left
leg by considering changes in multi-sensory inputs for three
random subjects of the test data set. The measured EMGs
and the predicted EMGs are presented by ”meas” and ”pred”
respectively in the legend box.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By utilizing the neuro-science hypothesis and adaptive
control theory, a completely novel model has been esta-
blished for the CNS, based on an internal feedback model.
As it has been indicated, the proposed model was able to
predict the output commands, based on a recurrent neural
network, while the efficiency of the proposed scheme has
been demonstrated based on multiple experimental results.
The overall scheme can adapt to physical body characteristics
of different subjects, the changes of multiple sensory inputs
and successfully predict the muscle activity based on the
optimum number of sensory inputs.
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